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“Landscape approaches” are now professed by many institutions concerned with food security and 

poverty alleviation, in line with a growing recognition that ecosystems and people interact as 

complex social- ecological systems. This has been coupled since the millennium ecosystem 

assessment with a much broader view of what agroecosystems provide for people in the form of 

ecosystem services and hence the multifunctional nature of landscapes. People, in various forms of 

social organization, shape the landscape and its natural resources and thus landscapes are 

negotiated spaces. 

Unlike ‘ecosystem’, the term ‘landscape’ is ambiguous and essentially a social construct. The plethora 

of interlinked terminology surrounding it, including re-invention of ideas and practices under multiple 

guises, has delayed uptake amongst policy makers and generated resistance to implementation on 

the ground (Reed et al, 2015). More fundamentally, institutions often do not exist at landscape scales 

to implement policy. This is compounded by tools and approaches developed in the academic sphere 

often lacking sufficient resolution to link practical decisions about how land is used to ecosystem 

service outcomes at landscape scales (Pagella and Sinclair, 2014).  

The Land, Water and Policy Scape Management Workshop was built around three main questions, 

which were designed to help us explore the potential for greater uptake of landscape approaches for 

poverty alleviation. These were: 

1. What is it that only landscape approaches can do? 

2. What limits the effectiveness and take up of landscape approaches? 

3. How can the development and use of landscape approaches be supported? 

The day started with a scene-setting presentation by ICRAF. 

This provided a summary of the evolution of the landscape approach. Landscape approaches were 

defined as a set of concepts, tools and methods deployed in landscapes to achieve multiple 

economic, social and environmental objectives. The landscape approach seeks to develop 

multifunctional landscapes that provide as best possible (relative to potential), all ecosystem 

functions, that in turn underpin social and economic functions. It set out a series of challenges to 

implementing the approach and provided information on work being conducted by the CGIAR on 

landscapes, including a recent report on climate smart landscapes (Minang et al., 2014). This posits 

that landscape approaches needed to be grounded in local realities of place (“Theory of place”) and 

the ambitions or changes expected of the people (“Theory of change”).  

There were four suggested ‘take home’ messages: 

 Landscape approaches present opportunities for synergies between multiple objectives in 

landscapes (i.e., social, economic and environmental). 

 There was no single recipe for operationalising landscape approaches 



 There was an emerging set of tools to assist managing impacts of land use decisions on 

trade-offs and synergies amongst multiple ecosystem services through supporting 

negotiations and bringing evidence to bear on short range decisions that have long term 

consequences.   

 There was a need to develop institutions at local landscape scales capable of implementing 

policy at this scale  

Eight short presentations followed in which the contents of displayed posters were described and 

explained, followed by a short session in which the posters were discussed. The following 

presentations were made: 

 Calculation of household and community ‘intensifiability’ (Dave Harris, ICRAF) 

 Sentinel Landscapes Initiative (Anya Gassner, ICRAF) 

 Polyscape (Tim Pagella, ICRAF) 

 Impact of salinity on the landscape and poverty in coastal Bangladesh (Craig Hutton, 

Southampton University) 

 Integrating science, policy and stakeholder perspectives for water resource management 

(Andrew Allan, University of Dundee) 

 WaterWorld and Co$ting Nature (Mark Mulligan, King’s College London) 

 Socio-economic factors affecting the spatial-temporal dynamics of charcoal production in 

Zomba, Malawi (Harriet Smith, University of Southampton) 

 Poverty-ecosystem service research should be at an appropriate spatial and temporal scale, 

not necessarily at the landscape scale (Felix Eigenbrod, University of Southampton) 

 

For the rest of the day participants broke into groups to discuss the three questions and the results 

of their deliberations are summarised below: 

1. What is it that only landscape approaches can do? 

• Scalability. Can look at multiple scales/systems and link analysis at different scales/systems. 

• Landscape approaches allow flexible interpretation of boundaries (depending on context) in 

a way that other approaches (constituencies, catchments, etc.) do not. 

• Comparability over space and time. 

• Offers opportunity to use agreed data gathering and analysis protocols that allow 

integration of additional information from a range of sources, e.g. the Sentinel Landscapes 

Initiative. 

• Effective as a diagnostic tool but possibly difficulties with implementing solutions (e.g. non-

congruent with political boundaries, etc.). 

2. What limits the effectiveness and take up of landscape approaches? 

• Who wins, who loses, who pays? 

• Confusion about definition and what’s new? Many ‘holistic’, ‘system’ approaches, not always 

called ‘landscape’. 

– Some confusion about the benefits of focusing on landscapes 



• Not enough integrated datasets and limited evidence of how analysis leads to change. 

 

3. How can the development and use of landscape approaches be supported? 

• More emphasis on livelihoods and poverty should gain politicians’ attention (more votes in 

it). 

• More concrete examples of impact of landscape approaches required. 

• Enhance capacity through education and training, particularly for line agencies. 

 

Overview 

The workshop provided a number of interesting insights about perceptions of the utility of landscape 

approaches. There was a broad range of stakeholders present from ESPA students through to policy 

makers. What follows is a brief summary of some of the main issues raised in discussion throughout 

the day, listed as set of pros and cons: 

Positive elements of the landscape approach: 

 Managing trade-offs is seen as increasingly important for food security and poverty 

alleviation. Many of these trade-offs manifest at landscape scales. 

 Attractive to funders of aid programmes because it promises win-win solutions. 

Issues that limit the uptake of a landscape approach: 

 Assumption that we were already working at landscape scales – was there a need to 

distinguish this from systems thinking? 

 Adoption of landscape approaches likely to be expensive. 

 Major data gaps present at local landscape scales. 

 In many cases, institutional capacity does not exist at local landscape scales to implement 

policy.  

 

Take home messages 

• Need to demonstrate how the approach can contribute to the implementation of the SDGs.   

• Need to de-mystify the concept by making more explicit the ‘systems thinking’ element. 
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